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ABSTRACT
Current navigation assistants for people who are blind predominantly use vibration and sound to
guide their users. While these modalities are effective, they represent the environment only indirectly.
In contrast, force feedback, the simulation of virtual objects using force, is an emerging method to
represent environments directly, as if the user is encountering them in the real world. To investigate
the application of this new mode in navigation, we created In-Sight to present a virtual map of the
user’s surroundings using force feedback. This platform is intended to provide a similar perceptual
response to the common white cane, while extending the depth range and removing the need to
physically touch obstacles.
INTRODUCTION
Wayfinding in unknown environments poses significant challenges for people who are blind. Naviga
tion requires individuals to constantly combine their innate sensing and planning abilities to consider
information about their position, velocity, and acceleration [6]. The white cane remains a common
method for people who are blind to perceive their surrounding environment by gathering contextual
information through force transmission and vibration.
Recent developments in sensing and computation are creating exciting opportunities to support
people who are blind with technology, hopefully providing richer feedback with higher fidelity.
Innovations in LiDAR and depth cameras have advanced the ability of computers to perceive the
world with high resolution in a variety of environments and lighting conditions. Simultaneously,
the miniaturization of sensors and computers has enabled the development of portable electronic
devices, which has led to the rapid introduction of technology to assist people who are blind in
navigation [1, 12].
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Combining traditional modalities, such as haptic feedback, with these advances has informed the
development of In-Sight to evaluate whether force feedback is an effective mode of communication
for navigation in unfamiliar environments. In-Sight uses tension applied to three strings to convert
a LiDAR-generated point cloud into a tactile map (Figure 1). Our initial prototype was piloted on
a small sample of sighted individuals, successfully enabling its users to navigate in a constrained
environment. In this pilot study, we determined the effectiveness of In-Sight as a tool to represent
planes and edges, which compose walls, structures, doorways and large obstacles in indoor navigation
(Figure 3).
LITERATURE REVIEW

Figure 1: Initial testing of In-Sight version
1.

Figure 2: Rendering of In-Sight hardware.

Assistive navigation aids can be classified by how they gather information about the world and how
they portray this information to the user. To gather information, aids use two general modes, global
and local navigation. Global navigation systems use external devices to guide the user with respect to
a predefined map; for example, NavCog uses pre-placed Bluetooth Low Energy beacons [1, 12]. In
contrast, local navigation systems concentrate on lower-level path planning and obstacle avoidance,
taking live input from the directly surrounding environment. Some systems concentrate on a specific
type of activity, such as jogging, a mode of movement not well served by the white cane [11]. Others,
such as NavGuide, are more general, providing information about obstacles and other hazards in a
general setting [10].
In order to portray information about the surrounding environment, both global and local devices
use various feedback systems. Haptic feedback systems designed to convey information about environ
ments take various forms: vibration (to convey simple but generally low resolution haptic feedback),
tactile surfaces (to convey stimuli to a user via a fixed-position surface that can change shape or
form), and force feedback (to provide dynamic forces applied to a user’s hand as they explore a virtual
arena). NavGuide is an example of a vibrationary system that uses six vibration motors to signal to
users which direction they should walk [10]. Intelligent Glasses is an example of a tactile system that
uses an eight-by-eight matrix of pins through which a person can manually feel a navigation map
and comprehend the surrounding area [14]. In-Sight is an example of a force-feedback system that
uses tension in strings to simulate forces from virtual objects.
Two close analogues to In-Sight’s force-feedback mechanism are the WireMan [4] and the VIDET
project [3]. Both systems, like In-Sight, use tension wires mounted at three points to pull on users’
hands and provide virtual forces that model normal forces from surfaces in an environment. A similar
system, SPIDAR-G, provides additional translational and rotational degrees of freedom implementing
additional motors and wires [9, 13].
Force-feedback devices face several implementation issues, including the need for a very fast
feedback loop and the need to mitigate any large forces that have the potential to damage the users’
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hand(s) [7, 8]. These issues, which are generally resolved using software solutions, along with limited
portable computing, constrained force-feedback devices to be non-mobile until the last decade. The
rapid development of portable computing power and improvements to motors and motor controllers
in the past ten years have enabled us to create a wearable feedback device with fast feedback and
significant forces in a small form factor.
IN-SIGHT
In-Sight uses a combination of a depth sensor and a three-wire force-feedback haptic interface to
allow people who are blind to navigate independently without needing to physically contact obstacles
(Figure 2). Although there have been systems in the field combining depth sensing and force feedback,
we have not found any literature using this sort of device for navigation.
During an initial pilot study of In-Sight, we found that users were able to navigate through
hallways relatively effectively while blindfolded using this device. These experiments with our lowcost prototype were cursory, but helped us evaluate the concept and understand the requirements
for sensors, actuators, and mechanisms. Using the insight gained from this system, we are currently
developing a new, more sophisticated system upon which we will run more rigorous user studies to
properly evaluate its effectiveness.

(a) LiDAR point cloud. The blue dot repre
sents the user.

Sensing
The LiDAR used in the initial system provides a set of points in a ring around the user, in increments
of approximately 4 degrees, whose distance corresponds to the nearest obstacle in that direction
(Figure 3a). Plotting these polar coordinates on a plane gives a local, 2D map of the area the user is in
(Figure 3b). Although limited, this form of mapping was sufficient for real-time local navigation and
obstacle avoidance in simple environments.
In our next system, we plan to use a RGB depth camera, the Intel RealSense D435, to map the
environment around the user. Receiving a 3D point cloud does not constrict our system’s perception to
a single plane, therefore enabling the system to perceive obstacles that the planar view provided by a
2D LiDAR could not; this update will allow the user to navigate a range of more complex environments.
Feedback and Actuation Interface

(b) Schematic of real-world
where (a) was taken.

location

Figure 3: A LiDAR point cloud provides a
2D map of the local environment.

We represent the virtual world as a scaled-down model presented virtually in front of the user. The
prototype system uses a set of three wire spools mounted around the user’s body to provide force
feedback (Figure 4). Similar devices have been used to provide feedback based on torque [2]. The
wires from each of these spools meet at a handle, which the user holds. By keeping the wires taut,
and measuring the length of each wire, the system can triangulate the location of the user’s hand. To
exert forces, we apply additional tension to the wires, allowing us to create a force pointing anywhere
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towards the user. We control the direction and intensity of this force to simulate touching a surface
by making the force normal to a virtual surface when the user’s hand touches it.
The wire length is measured by detecting the rotation of the spools using magnetic encoders
(Figure 5). Both the constant force applied to the wires to keep them taut and the feedback force to
the user are provided by DC motors with custom motor controllers. The maximum force each motor
can apply to the wires is approximately 5N (1.12 pounds), though in regular use, the total force applied
to the user by all three motors rarely exceeds 10N (2.25 pounds). A microcontroller, connected over
USB to the controlling computer, tracks the position of the encoders and drives the motors.
While our initial prototype was generally effective at providing usable feedback, the system did
experience a few problems, including torque ripple in the motors, unreliable spooling, and a low
maximum feedback force. The new system has several improvements to address these problems. Most
notably, replacing the DC motors with specially selected BLDC motors and a more sophisticated
driver allows a system of similar size, weight, and power to produce a greater torque with less cogging.
OPEN PROBLEMS

Figure 5: Electronics subsystems in con
text.
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Haptic navigation devices present interesting challenges in improving mobility and spatial awareness
for people who are blind. During the next iteration of In-Sight, we hope to gain a better understanding
of the effect of force feedback on navigation.
When we model an environment, our primary concern is how to represent a constrained space in
a way that is understandable to the end user. Lederman and Klatzky discuss whether haptic space
perception is isotropic, i.e. if users of haptic interfaces can accurately judge distances [5]. If they
cannot, are there ways to emphasize key features of the environment using this inherent anisotropy?
Another concern with non-visual communication is the rate that information can be presented
to the user in a comprehensible form. The visual system provides an immense amount of spatial
information, enabling independent navigation and wayfinding. Force-feedback devices currently
provide information to a user only at a single point, and must therefore maximize the density of
information provided by that point if they are to have any hope of emulating the capabilities of the
visual system. Which aspects of the environment are the most useful for navigation, and how can
these features be most efficiently represented?
One assumption behind our choice of force feedback is that if users understand the general layout
of the space that they are in, they will be better able to effectively navigate through it. How does force
feedback compare as a mode of communication about a space to other non-visual modes? In-Sight
provides a way to learn more about the link between understanding a space and routing through it
and contributes to the existing dialogue on the effect of haptics on localization, obstacle avoidance,
and navigation.
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